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Abstract
The National Science Foundation Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (NSF-OAC) funded a
workshop in March 2019 focused on advancing the sharing of machine-readable chemical
structures and spectra. Around 40 stakeholders from the chemistry, chemical information, and
software communities took part in the two-day workshop entitled “FAIR Chemical Data
Publishing Guidelines for Chemical Structures and Spectra.” Major topics discussed included
publishing data workflows and guidelines, FAIR criteria/metadata profiles, value propositions, a
publisher implementation pilot, and community support and engagement. This report
summarizes the workshop conversations, major outcomes, and target areas for further
activities. Primary outcomes from the workshop include identification of key metadata elements
for sharing machine-readable structures and spectra, a sample of concise author guidelines,
and a publisher proposal to accept enhanced supporting information files including these data
types and associated metadata alongside articles. Selected target areas for further activities
include the creation of author file and metadata packaging tools to facilitate easy compilation of
data, and increased training for stakeholders specifically in the generation and handling of
machine-readable file formats. We conclude this report with our outlooks and highlight several
related community efforts initiated after the workshop.
____________________________________________________________________________
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Introduction
Application of FAIR to compilation of chemical data
Chemical data is regularly reported to support the characterization of compounds, molecular
forms and transformations. Despite thorough indexing of the literature, it remains difficult to find
and directly access many types of chemical data. Most chemical data enter the published space
in analog form (i.e., human-readable) and require manual curation to integrate into existing
tools. Extracting research data from published materials by either manual or automated
approaches can be resource intensive, error prone, and costly [1-2]. In addition, most databases
operate in siloed environments, which limits discovery and interoperability between databases.
As the volume of chemical information continues to expand, unless we can scale and enrich our
indexing processes, discovery and utility will diminish. Improvements in standards and protocols
for processing data, and automation of ingest and integration routines will facilitate scalability of
searching and accessing data across collections and tools. However, these activities depend on
the availability of machine-readable data at the original source.
The sharing of research data in machine-readable form is an increasing expectation among
funders of scholarly and scientific research [3]. Much has been commented on the cultural
challenges that sharing data as first class output presents to current practices in dissemination
of research [4]. As service professionals who work with researchers in a variety of capacities in
support of the research life cycle, we wanted to directly engage the chemistry community in
considering this question. The FAIR Data Principles provide a good starting point for
understanding what is required on a technical level to enable data to be effectively shared and
(re)-used in the digital environment [5]. Discerning what existing tooling and approaches may be
available to support the needs of both upstream data generators as well as downstream data
users was a major goal of the NSF FAIR Chemical Data Publishing Guidelines Workshop on
Chemical Structures and Spectra.
Where to start: where are the data, where is the intellectual value?
The synthesis of chemical compounds and their discovery in natural sources is a backbone of
chemistry research, with over 160 million unique compounds reported in the CAS REGISTRY
and 100 million in PubChem at the time of this writing [6-8]. This contribution to scientific
knowledge involves the collection and communication of various types of measurement and
characterization data to support the claims made in manuscripts. Data classes might include
spectra (e.g., NMR, HRMS, IR, XRD), elemental analysis, melting point, and others as specified
for various journals. The current practice in most cases is to assemble these data as Supporting
Information (SI) along with experimental details [9]. SI files provide logically organized profiles of
information readily understood and openly accessible by knowledgeable human readers.
However, existing chemistry databases are not integrated into publishing workflows and spectral
related data remain largely embedded in PDF documents, inaccessible to machine readers and
often not of sufficient quality for human interpretation.
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Characterization data are tied to the compounds that they represent, whether discrete small
molecules, extended solids, or other substance materials. From these data is derived
information about the chemical structure, configuration and other properties. The bulk of
published material in chemistry is organized by chemical structure as a logical point of discovery
and reuse of literature and data. Including structures in machine-readable forms along with
articles and datasets would facilitate automated chemical indexing, automated validation and
reuse of chemical data. However, similar to spectral data, chemical structures are commonly
conveyed as static figures in the literature [8].
This represents the current “state of the art” in sharing chemical data in organic chemistry
research. Given both the prevalence of spectroscopic data in chemistry and the existence of a
regular practice for sharing, albeit analog, this scenario was selected as a tractable use case for
considering the application of FAIR to chemistry data. Spectroscopic data and chemical
structures are also widely generated and used in other subdisciplines and sectors of chemistry
and other domains who analyze chemical samples. Further analysis would be facilitated with
access to raw data and files at higher resolution than diagrams currently available in SI files.
Understanding and articulating the needs, opportunities, challenges and roles of stakeholders to
develop more FAIR approaches to these common data types will facilitate dissemination of a
critical mass of chemical data and broader engagement with the community to share data more
generally.
Where to start: what technical motifs exist, what tooling can be repurposed?
Establishing guidelines to support FAIR chemical data sharing will necessarily be an iterative
process and should build on previous experience and best practices emerging in other fields as
much as is plausible. Advances in instrumentation, data analysis and downstream applications
in cheminformatics provide a number of machine-enabled motifs for both chemical structures
and spectral data that could potentially be repurposed for supporting sharing of machinereadable research data up front. Standard criteria for data exchange have been established and
adopted in closely aligned fields such as crystallography that chemists and publishers are
familiar with using [10]. Workflows for depositing data and metadata have been well mapped for
a number of repositories that can serve as informative models [e.g., 7, 11-12].
Balancing the benefits of streamlined end-to-end workflows such as those developed in more
focused use cases around a single repository or institution, with the pragmatic need to engage
more scientists and stakeholders by lowering barriers, the workshop discussion topics were
designed with two general strategies in mind – to consider what can be done now building on
current infrastructure to start the transition of practices from handling primarily analog outputs
towards managing digital outputs; and to surface areas where further work needs to be done
collectively across the community to support FAIR workflows, such as enhancements to
technical standards or training in working with machine readable files.
This workshop report summarizes the discussions, major outcomes, and outlooks based on
materials, notes and comments from workshop participants as well as cited literature. This
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synthesis represents the perspectives of the authors and does not necessarily reflect the
specific views of individual participants or affiliated organizations. The interested reader is
encouraged to view the workshop project page on the Open Science Framework (OSF), which
contains the full workshop notes, presenter slides, and associated information
(https://osf.io/psq7k/) [13].

Workshop Agenda and Participants
The NSF FAIR Chemical Data Publishing Guidelines Workshop on Chemical Structures and
Spectra was a two day workshop held March 29 – 30, 2019 that brought together around 40
participants in an effort to advance the sharing of machine-readable chemical structures and
spectra alongside publications. Participants included chemical researchers from universities and
national laboratories, librarians, chemical data repository managers, cheminformatics software
developers, scientific societies, and publishers (Appendix A: Workshop Participants).
Day one of the workshop began with presentations from researchers discussing case studies for
structure and spectral data reuse along with their pain points and strategies for sharing
machine-readable chemical data. The chemical data reuse presentations were followed by a
series of presentations that reviewed current chemical data infrastructure for managing and
sharing data. The remainder of day one and the majority of day two at the workshop were
devoted to strategic breakout group sessions tasked with discussing and evaluating a particular
issue around sharing machine-readable chemical structures and spectral data.
The breakout discussions were arranged around three primary themes: workflows involved in
publishing data, content and description of data, and stakeholder interests. These three
sessions ran in parallel in two sequential tracks to facilitate discussion from broad
considerations to practical suggestions. The six breakout groups were led by selected
participant facilitators and included: (1) Publishing Workflow and Data Deposit Hack; (2) FAIR
Criteria/Metadata Profiles for Spectra and Chemical Structures; (3) Value Propositions for
Stakeholders; (4) Planning Workflow Implementation Pilots; (5) Drafting Harmonized Guidelines
for Publishing Machine-readable Data; and (6) Community Support and Engagement.

Track 1

Day 1 – Friday

Track 2

Day 2 – Saturday

A1

Publishing data workflow

A2

Plan implementation pilot

B1

FAIR criteria

B2

Draft harmonized guidelines

C1

Value propositions

C2

Community engagement
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Summary of Presentations on Reuse and Existing Infrastructure
The reuse case study presentations included a review of the importance and utility of available
machine-readable chemical data. For example, Bisson presented on the Raw NMR Data
Initiative in Natural Products Research [16], involving over 70 researchers of the field and
promoting the value and importance of access to raw NMR spectral data. Access to the original
raw machine-readable spectra allows researchers to, for example, detect incorrect structures,
promote research integrity, increase reproducibility, and enhance peer-review [16,17]. Related
to detecting errors and enhancing peer-review, Hunter outlined current data analysis strategies
employed by the journal Organic Letters in an effort to improve spectral data quality in journal
article SI [18].
The desire for access to raw machine-readable data was bolstered by chemistry researchers
discussing their personal strategies for sharing machine-readable data, along with their pain
points of reviewing the literature and engaging in research without access to the original data
[19].
Appropriate file packaging with associated metadata is key to successful data sharing of
machine-readable spectra and structures. As such, several presentations reviewed current
workflow initiatives that package raw NMR spectral data with appropriate metadata, including
the Mpublish workflow [20-21] and the NMReDATA initiative [22-23]. In addition, progress
toward developing a platform independent metadata model for spectral data was discussed by
Martinsen, while Hicks emphasized the importance of connecting appropriate metadata such as
chemical structure identifiers to journal articles [24].
Finally, current available infrastructures for managing and sharing chemical data were
highlighted, including the Chemotion Electronic Laboratory Notebook & Repository [25-26], the
MassBank of North America Database (MoNA) [27-28], the Cambridge Structural Database
[10,29], Supramolecular.org [30-31], PubChem [7, 32], and ChemSpider [12, 33]. While this
was certainly not an exhaustive review of suitable chemical data repositories, it did provide
enough of a sampling of the types of infrastructure already available for sharing machinereadable chemical data and provided an ideal segue into the breakout group discussions.

Summary of Breakout Groups
Day one of the workshop consisted of three concurrent breakout groups tasked to review
publishing and data workflows (A1), FAIR/metadata criteria for spectral data and structures
(B1), and the value propositions for stakeholders (C1).
Participants in Breakout Group A1 discussed potential publishing workflows for sharing
machine-readable spectra and structures alongside primary articles. Generally, it was felt that
the ideal situation would be for associated data to be deposited in an appropriate domain
repository and then cross-referenced (i.e., permalink) with the primary article. Domain
repositories offer many advantages for data sharing such as the ability to standardize/validate
data and specialized user search query capabilities for the data (e.g., chemical structure
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search), which is generally not available on publisher platforms. However, several participants
were also concerned that at this time the barrier is too high for authors and publishers to broadly
integrate domain repositories without more clearly established online workflows. Furthermore,
few repositories are currently prepared to support ingestion and curation of spectroscopic data.
Further discussion focused on enhancing the current workflow of packaging data within
publisher supporting information (SI). As current publisher SI is well integrated into standard
author and publisher workflows, the suggested hypothesis was that the first step for the
chemistry community could be to incentivize a systematic enhancement of publisher SI files.
This enhanced SI file would contain a structured package of data and metadata. By enhancing
the SI, we limit workflow disruptions, while simultaneously advancing data sharing. An
enhanced SI file with machine-readable data could also be ingested into data repositories in the
future. Participants then considered what contents and file types the enhanced SI package file
should contain. Discussions here were preliminary, but some themes began to emerge, such as
including compound identifiers (i.e., InChI [34]), NMR FID data, and author information.
Breakout Group B1 discussed key metadata elements needed for describing machinereadable spectra and structure data. Three main categories were identified including
bibliographic metadata, chemical structure information, and spectral metadata. Bibliographic
metadata included, for example, a list of contributors and ORCIDs, title, publication reference,
funding information, and data types. Including InChI identifiers was the core criteria for
referencing structure information in metadata as the InChI facilitates cross database indexing.
For spectral files, participants considered the types of metadata fields auto-generated with NMR
software such as file name, solvent, temperature, pulse sequence and number of scans [20].
Several metadata fields were discussed as a priority, including the nucleus type, experiment
(1D, 2D, etc.), frequency, solvent, temperature, and pulse-sequence.
Finally, the importance of registering the metadata for discovery was discussed, and one
potential solution that emerged was to deposit the metadata with DataCite [35] as it is available
now and can exchange with Crossref for appropriate linking to publications. What to include in
the registered metadata vs. what further information can be detailed in the data package was
also a topic of discussion.
Breakout Group C1 was tasked with enumerating stakeholder value propositions for sharing
machine-readable chemical structures and spectra. The discussions brainstormed ideas on post
it notes related to a Value Proposition Canvas [36] for each stakeholder. Participants reviewed
the jobs, pains, and gains associated with sharing machine-readable chemical data for several
stakeholder roles (Table 1).

Table 1. Selected stakeholder jobs, pains, and gains discussed in Breakout Group C1 for sharing machine-readable
chemical data (wording edited for clarity).
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Stakeholder

Jobs

Gains

Pains

Funders

●

Require research
standards, quality, and
accountability
Fund reusable research
Determine
appropriateness of
proposed research
Ensure research data
available is FAIR

●

Advance science and
society
Serve the public
Increased value and prestige
from citation and data reuse.
Discover new knowledge
more efficiently

●

Maintain accurate lab
notebook
Establish reproducible
methods
Organize and manage
data
Secure funding

●

Earn reputation for data
integrity and quality of
reported research
Ability to discover and
access more data
Receive credit faster for
shared research

●

Communicate data
Support hypotheses and
claims
Meet grant requirements

●
●

Establish priority
Extend usefulness of
reported work
Ability to reuse published
data

●
●

●
●
●

Disseminate information
Facilitate peer-review
Provide reliable access to
information and data

●
●
●

Increase reputation
Increase readership
Attract authors and readers

●

●
●
●
●

Ensure integrity of results
Providing feedback
Advance journal goals
Stewards of scientific
results

●
●

Reproducible science
Ensure quality/reputation of
authors and journal
More citations to journal
Learn about the latest
research first

●

Provide access to data
Discovery tools for finding
data
collect/organize metadata
Preserve data

●

Enable and contribute to
discovery
Buy-in from community
Maximize integration of
information

●
●
●

●
●
●

Researchers

●
●
●
●

Authors

●
●
●

Publishers

Editors and
Reviewers

Repositories

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

Counseling and
supporting researchers
Disciplinary data
expectations and FAIR
parameters differ across
disciplines
Enforcement challenges

Retrieving past
research data.
Time and needed
training involved with
data sharing
Data management

Time needed
Managing data across
projects/collaborators
Lack of clear credit for
data publishing
Time with handling and
processing data
Author submitted
metadata is challenging
Additional time required
to review data
More knowledge
required to review data
Getting recognition for
additional work
User training
Curation
Understanding priority
data classes

Such enumeration of customer profiles can serve as a starting point for developing data sharing
support services, documentation, training, and products that support needed work and realize
gains for stakeholders while reducing challenges. As a result, early discussions began regarding
potential needed products and documentation to help facilitate machine-readable data sharing
such as identifier and data validation tools, reputation/recognition services, and metadata
standards. Moreover, data management training for stakeholders emerged as a clear trend.
The discussions from the first round of Breakout Groups were more fully elaborated in
subsequent discussions (vide infra) the following day. After a review of the progress made on
day one with Breakout Groups A1, B1, and C1, discussions continued on day two with planning
a workflow implementation pilot (A2), drafting guidelines for publishing machine-readable
structures and spectra (B2), and determining needed community support and engagement (C2).
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Breakout Group A2 participants were asked to sketch out an implementation pilot for sharing
machine-readable chemical structures and spectra alongside publications that could be
implemented in the near term. The use-case of organic synthesis research was considered as
chemical structures in this domain can generally be well-defined by current machine-readable
linear notations (e.g, InChI [34] and SMILES [37]). The key idea that emerged from this
breakout group was a proposal for a Publisher Pilot, where publishers would accept an
enhanced supporting information file package (e.g., zip, BagIt [38]) containing organized
machine-readable spectra, structure identifiers, and associated metadata for all compounds
synthesized in the article. In return, the publisher would provide incentives with a recognition
system for authors that participate in the Pilot. For example, publishers would help promote the
author’s work with custom FAIR data badging and additional promotion of the article.
A variety of assessment measurements for a Pilot were discussed including metrics to
determine “FAIRness” of data, tracking article/data views, tracking citations, and surveying
authors and peer-reviewers participating in the Pilot effort. Limitations with packaging the data
were identified including the current lack of support tools for automated assembly of the
package, data validation, increased time requirements for authors and reviewers, and the lack
of discoverability of the dataset if the metadata of the package file is not registered with a DOI
service. Despite these limitations, there was strong support for the enhanced supplementary
package file from participants as it was seen as a simple next step for what the community can
accomplish today.
More specific information about the contents of enhanced supplementary data packages were
discussed by Breakout Group B2, which sought to draft harmonized guidelines for publishing
machine-readable chemical spectra and structures. A data submission checklist list was
developed that outlined the data and metadata components to include in an enhanced
supplementary information package based on discussion in previous groups:
1. Bibliographic Information (via README file):
a. Title
b. Author, Contributors (e.g., names, ORCIDs, affiliations)
c. Associated Publication
d. Funding Information (if it exists)
e. Date of creation
f. Version Number
g. Data Types
h. Formats
i. Software
j. License (may depend on repository)
2. Spectra
a. Raw NMR data (e.g., FID files)
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b. Processed data in standard text-based format (e.g., JCAMP-DX, [39-40]),
including the available metadata fields
i.
Instrument model
ii.
Frequency
iii.
Nucleus (for each dimension)
iv.
Experiment (1D, 2D)
v.
Solvent
vi.
Temperature
3. Chemical structures
a. File names of spectra linked to structures
b. InChI identifier (if available)
c. Structure representation (e.g., molfile [41,42] and/or SMILES)
Data and metadata files would then be arranged in a logical directory order (e.g., one compound
and associated spectra and metadata per folder), archived together in one main folder with the
bibliographic metadata, and then sent to the publisher alongside the article.
To help assemble the package file, participants felt that a web-based “Toolkit Wizard” should be
developed for authors that facilitates the organization of the files, captures metadata in a
standardized format, and validates the data. Validation could be implemented in stages, for
example low level validation can check file types, while a more advanced validation could
include a structure checker. Conversations also surfaced regarding the need for author training
tutorials on chemical file format generation and spectra data export. These conversations were
also elaborated in Breakout Group C2, which led discussions around needed community
support and engagement.
The first main topic discussed within Breakout Group C2 was a brainstorm of needed technical
infrastructure tools and desired features. For example there was a desire for a common
publisher agnostic web service tool where authors can submit machine-readable data and the
tool would assist with packaging the data with associated metadata for publication in supporting
information. This then led to discussions on how to integrate packaged machine-readable data
into repositories and publisher workflows. Other topics discussed included a desire for more
institutional support, training, and personnel to help researchers with data sharing and machinereadable file format generation (e.g., InChI, SMILES, JCAMP-DX). Attendees recommended
additional researcher training on data standards, workflows, and local leaders to help facilitate
data sharing. In addition, it was recognized that funders and publishers can help with basic level
data literacy and training.

Key Themes
Several common themes emerged from the discussions that were further discussed by the full
group.
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Stakeholder interests:
Many different stakeholders are involved in the publication and dissemination of chemistry
research output and while there are not many venues for cross-perspective discussion of these
workflows, all of these parties play critical roles in the current landscape and are juggling many
competing priorities and challenges. Common priorities for stakeholders include timely
dissemination of quality work that is replicable/reproducible, advances science and is rewarded
through reputation, recognition and funding opportunities for further research. Common themes
that challenge stakeholders include overall pressure on time and infrastructure, as well as lack
of familiarity with concepts of machine-readability and FAIR management of data and metadata.
Sharing data:
There are advantages that can be realized by aligning data sharing practices with the more
common and familiar practice of publication of articles where appropriate, including maximizing
current workflows, infrastructure and resources. Improvements can be made in current practices
for developing supplemental material to articles that can facilitate sharing of data files in the
near team and enhance their future utility as online data handling workflows continue to
improve. Depositing data into domain repositories where available can provide needed expert
scientific and technical curation, such as validation checks, and further opportunities for
advanced searching and analysis so valued in chemistry research.
Metadata description:
To facilitate preparation, publishing and further reuse, data and metadata components should
be packaged as a dataset. Considering how to describe these data types through machinereadable metadata is as critical both scientifically and technically for reusing the data as the files
themselves. For spectroscopic data, this involves information about both the spectroscopic
measurement and the chemical species being studied that needs to be consistently structured
in machine-readable form. Current services for registering high level bibliographic metadata
about articles through the DOI mechanism that facilitate citation and discovery are well adopted
in the publishing community and now being adapted for datasets. This is an opportunity to
consider what domain specific information may also be useful to include to facilitate similar
cross-linking between datasets, articles and other chemical information resources.

Working Towards FAIR
In the closing session, the full group identified several target areas for further activities
supporting transition towards FAIR workflows:
● Development of drop-in file packaging services, with inclusion of standard file formats,
metadata generation and validation, as these are further refined in the community.
● Training for stakeholders, particularly researchers in generating and working with
machine readable data and overall data management.
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●
●
●
●

●

Refinement of existing and emerging standard formats for chemical structures and
spectroscopic data.
Articulation of critical provenance and scientific metadata for discovery and analysis of
chemical structures and spectroscopic data.
Identification / development of authoritative domain repositories and minimum required
validation and curation for chemical structures and spectroscopic data.
Spread the word about FAIR: what the current state is in chemistry, what use cases
have been described so far, what data are available, how can local institutions support
researchers, etc.
Organize further workshops across stakeholders to address outstanding challenges.

The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and the GO FAIR Chemistry
Implementation Network (ChIN) concluded the workshop with their perspectives on supporting
ongoing efforts as two international organizations active in chemical data and FAIR. The IUPAC
Committee on Publications and Cheminformatics Data Standards [14] is charged to “promote
interoperable and consistent transmission, storage, and management of digital [chemical
information] content through the development of standards.” The committee is launching a
number of projects to formulate machine-processable technical descriptions building on the
authoritative scientific definitions of IUPAC to enable the application to global problems in digital
science. ChIN [15] is developing a series of personas and use cases involved in sharing FAIR
data to help assess the current landscape of resources and tools and highlight gap areas for
further development.

Post Workshop Outcomes and Continuing Initiatives
Conversations and initiatives related to FAIR chemical structures and spectra have continued
over the past year, following the workshop. It is clear that “FAIR” resonates with stakeholders,
and more support and activity are needed across the board.

Publisher Pilot
One of the major outcomes of the workshop was the proposed Publisher Pilot [43], a program
seeking publisher participation to encourage author submission of machine-readable chemical
structures and spectra as a package file alongside their article submission. We developed some
basic author instructions for compiling this enhanced supporting information package file [44]
and the Royal Society of Chemistry posted a short “how-to” generate machine-readable
structure data blog post [45].
Conversations about implementing the Pilot are ongoing with Publishers and have been
productive thus far. For example, the American Chemical Society (ACS) Publications Division
announced an initiative in February 2020 to encourage submission of machine-readable spectra
and structures as a package file along with article submissions in the Journal of Organic
Chemistry and Organic Letters [46], building off of the outcomes of the workshop. We plan to
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continue the Pilot conversation with publishers and related stakeholders at future chemistry
meetings and events.
Packaging Datasets
We note that the file package proposed at the workshop by attendees is somewhat of a
simplified version of the NMReDATA initiative [23]. Shortly after the Orlando workshop, in
September 2019, several spectroscopy software providers presented implementations of the
NMReDATA format at the 1st NMReDATA symposium in Porto, Portugal [47,48]. Open-source
code and tools are also available that support structure elucidation and 3D visualization based
on the NMReData format [49-51]. As the NMReDATA initiative progresses and extends to other
types of chemistry data [52], this presents one option for authors to formulate machine-readable
package files containing chemical structure and spectral data.
The ACS Research Data Center has also created an openly accessible packager tool to assist
authors with compiling the machine-readable data package, which was noted as a critical
needed tool at the workshop. The tool is open and anyone can use it to package data; results
do not need to be submitted to ACS journals [53].
Metadata Guidelines
The need for an easy to use file format for capturing spectroscopic data with robust scientific
metadata emerged as a key theme from the workshop discussion. IUPAC has provided the
JCAMP-DX standard “Data Exchange” format for spectroscopic data for many years [39,40], but
it is not aligned with modern Internet protocols or the FAIR Data Principles. Energized by the
workshop and previous review sessions, IUPAC is launching a new project to focus specifically
on metadata guidelines that will facilitate better processing of raw and derived spectroscopic
datasets [54]. These guidelines would be applicable to any files or datasets that incorporate
metadata related to spectroscopic data. The project will also provide validation criteria to enable
systems to check files for machine readable and interoperable representation based on the new
standard.
Data Sharing Guide
Workshop discussion directly informed the outline for a new chapter on sharing chemical data in
the recently revised ACS Guide to Scholarly Communication (f.k.a the ACS Style Guide),
released online in January 2020 [55]. The goal is to help authors get a head start on improving
data management for sharing in alignment with research funder requirements and expectations.
While it is apparent that there are very few regular and consistent practices across the field, the
chapter details several of the suggestions from the workshop that can be followed in the more
immediate term to ensure data outputs are more readily discoverable, usable and attributable.
The chapter provides further background on some of the exemplar workflows described in the
workshop and includes current availability of relevant scientific terminologies, file formats, and
repositories for preparing and sharing machine-readable data.
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Other Initiatives
Several additional activities related to supporting the publication of sharing chemical are in the
pipeline, as reported by workshop participants:
● Chemistry librarians at Association of Research Library member institutions are
brainstorming approaches to researcher education and training in creating machinereadable chemical structure and spectra files and “train the trainer” opportunities.
● A new project to develop a primer for curating chemical data associated with
publications has been approved by the Data Curation Network [56].
● The e-research group at the University of Geneva is using chemistry as a test-case for
the development of a model academic repository (called yatera), including domainspecific input forms, validation procedures, harvesting tools and visualization features.
Underlying parameters and formats can inform further development of standards in the
field of chemistry.
● The German National Research Data Infrastructure is launching a Chemistry Consortium
(NFDI4Chem) to support development of open and FAIR infrastructure for research data
management in chemistry [57].
● ChIN is developing a white paper on the current state of FAIR Data in Chemistry and
participating in GO FAIR activities to facilitate combining of data across domains [58].
● Preliminary planning is in the works in IUPAC to convene a workshop of repositories that
handle chemistry data to articulate barriers and review potential approaches for
increasing submission of chemical research data types.

Outlooks and Conclusions
A primary motivation for the workshop was to engage key stakeholders to help reach a broader
“data frontier” in chemistry and realize a critical mass of shared data in the domain. We are
endeavoring to accomplish this by addressing areas where workflows can be enhanced towards
supporting the FAIR Data Principles. Sharing package files containing machine-readable
structures and spectra alongside chemistry articles as an outcome of the workshop is a
tractable first step toward shifting the chemistry community from almost exclusive human-only
readable supporting information files to reusable machine-readable supporting information files.
Building on a familiar process to collate data as supporting information minimizes the barrier for
both authors and publishers to manage the change. The more expediently we focus on
standardizing the guidance for machine-readable supporting information accepted across
publishers, the easier it will be for researchers to generate and reuse these materials.
As researchers become more comfortable with sharing machine-readable data alongside
publications as regular practice, it is important that the workflow continues to shift towards
deposition of data with domain repositories. Data deposited within repositories offers several
advantages over a package file including additional level of findability (e.g., chemical structure
search), additional metadata and data linking, validation checks, ongoing maintenance/curation,
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and application of advanced analysis techniques. Many of the types of concerns raised in the
workshop discussions around lack of familiarity with technical issues are handled already by
repositories as part of their stewardship and curation role. Connecting into domain repositories
and aligning needs for supporting spectroscopic and structure data and metadata will ultimately
lower barriers and greatly facilitate access and utility of these data for the broader scientific
community.
As the sharing of machine-readable data increases in the chemical community, it is critical for all
stakeholders to be mindful of interoperability. Publishing well-organized, FAIR data will continue
to be characterized by a number of different paths and workflows. Procedures, tools, and
outputs may vary depending on the types of chemistry, data classes, reporting conventions in a
given field, research culture of the organization and lab, and individual preferences. Clear
communication for humans and machines needs to accommodate diverse and creative
application and interpretation of scientific study anchored in common agreed principles of
practice. Documentation in the form of structured metadata is important for data to be
interpreted in their scientific meaning and to avoid introduction of artifacts from different
conventions or software variations. In addition to providing information about experiments
necessary to interpret data, it is also important to document subsequent activities involving data,
including description of software packages (e.g., names, sources and versions) used in analysis
and visualization.
The FAIR Data Principles emphasize the ability for machine processes as well as human users
to discover and access data. Most approaches to discovery and access are still very much
biased towards human navigation and further effort will be necessary to support automated
access. While specific approaches to discovery may vary between systems or local needs,
establishing consistent metadata that includes standard identifiers and leverages common
protocols will be critical to broadly enable chemical data to be FAIR for machines across these
needs. This should involve at minimum, registration of datasets with DOI metadata services
such as DataCite and persistent linking to associated published articles. It will facilitate greater
computational activity to maximize the utility of the object level metadata available through the
DOI mechanism in balance with richer scientific description provided along with the data files.
Inclusion of InChIs as a standard compound identifier for discrete molecules will facilitate
indexing of data sets and cross-linking with other resources among the vast corpus of chemical
information [59,60].
As a community of practice, it will be critical within the chemistry domain to collectively
understand the gaps towards reaching FAIR, particularly issues of discovery, archiving and
other curation essential for establishing the criteria for quality on which the discipline has come
to depend. This high level of rigor in correspondence with potential for advanced analyses and
computational application underlies the field of chemical information. It is the collective
responsibility of the practitioners in this field to continue to address the various “meta” issues
around handling FAIR data on behalf of the research community and the scientific
knowledgebase. The FAIR Data Principles can provide a general direction, but harmonization of
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guidelines that are appropriate for chemistry and realize the scientific goals of the discipline will
depend on clarity of stakeholder roles to work in tandem to support this process.
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